**VISUAL music**


DANNENBERG, Roger B. (2005). *Interactive Visual Music: A Personal Perspective* (English)


Moritz, Dr. William
--See Visual Music section below for additional Moritz articles


Rhythmic Light. Fred Collopy's website resources on visual music including texts, timeline and bibliography. Of particular interest to
those beginning their studies is his brief Pioneers of Visual Music.


   http://mitpress.mit.edu/catalog/item/default.asp?ttype=6&tid=19415

   Beck, Stephen. Direct Video: Electronic Artform for Color Television on Experimental Television Center site
   http://www.experimentaltvcenter.org/history/tools/ttool.php3?id=5&page=1

   Brinkmann, Christine Noll. Collective Movements and Solitary Thrusts: German Experimental Film 1920-1990. Millenium Film
   Journal, No. 30/31, Fall 1997 http://mfj-online.org/journalPages/MFJ30,31/NBrinckmannCollective.html

   Bragdon, Claude Fayette. "Harnessing The Rainbow" in Architecture and Democracy (see third chapter).
   http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/12625

   http://www.geocities.com/%7Ebarneyoldfield/HCBute.html

   Mary Ellen Bute on fusionanomaly.net
   http://fusionanomaly.net/maryellenbute.html

   Camper, Fred. Writing on Experimental and Avant-Garde Film
   http://www.fredcamper.com/Film/a-qfilm.html

   Chladni, Ernst (on wikipedia) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chladni

   Color Spaces (on Color Phenomena site). ref. Athanasius Kircher, Sir Isaac Newton, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
   http://home.wanadoo.nl/paulschils/08.00.html

   http://www.futurism.org.uk/manifestos/manifesto06.htm

Engel, Jules
--Reflections: Graphic Choreography. New Magazine, Vol. 10
http://www.centerforvisualmusic.org/library/Reflections.htm
http://www.centerforvisualmusic.org/library/JoyMove.htm

Fischinger, Elfriede. Writing Light. (about Oskar's Lumigraph)
http://www.centerforvisualmusic.org/WritingLight.htm

Fischinger, Oskar - see CVM's new Oskar Fischinger Research Pages for statements, bibliography, process material and more
--Sounding Ornaments, 1932
--My Statements are in My Work. Art in Cinema catalog, San Francisco, 1947
--A Statement About Painting, 1951. For exhibition at Frank Perls Gallery, Los Angeles
--Visit the Fischinger Archive website for filmography, articles and more

http://www.praskovi.clara.net/text/visualmusic.html

Futurism.org: Futurist Cinema (ref. Ginna, Corra).
http://www.futurism.org.uk/cinema/cinema.htm

Gschwandtner, Sabrina. Between Film and Video - the Intermedia Art of Jud Yalkut: An Interview with Jud Yalkut. Millenium Film Journal 42 (Fall 2005) http://mfj-online.org/journalPages/mfj42/gschwanpage.html

-- On the Natural Philosophy Conceptions of "MUSIC VISION"
http://prometheus.kai.ru/natyre.htm

http://www.milkmag.org/interview3.htm


Haller, Robert
http://www.roberthaller.com/firstlight/index.html

Hammid, Alexander. Film and Music. [http://www.logosjournal.com/hammid_1.htm]


--"Hungarian Rhapsodist: Jules Engel." Animation Magazine, 2003
--"Hy Hirsh Preservation: History and Mystery." Kinetica 3 catalog, 2001


Lazell, David. Colour Music Light (on Rimington) http://www.strandarchive.co.uk/index.shtml


Lyden, Harry. The Schillinger System of Musical Composition. (System studied by Mary Ellen Bute)


Milicevic, Mladen. Experimental/Abstract Film and Synaesthetic Phenomena 1725 - 1970

Moritz, Dr. William http://www.centerforvisualmusic.org/Moritz.htm


Prometheus Institute, Kazan, Russia. http://prometheus.kai.ru/ogl_e.htm


Tan, Ying. The Unknown Art of Jordan Belson. Animation Journal, Spring 1999 http://www.uoregon.edu/%7Etanying/ JBart.html


http://ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft438nb2fr/
http://content.cdlib.org/xtf/view?docId=ft438nb2fr&chunk.id=d0e3422

http://www.atariarchives.org/artist/sec23.php

Artists' Sites articles and resources relating to Visual Music and avant-garde media
http://www.centerforvisualmusic.org/ArtistsPages.html

Leonardo: Visual Music

OTROS ENLACES

http://www.visual-music.net/

http://www.imaja.com/change/tonecolor/